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Abstract
We present our progress in representing 150 Arabic multilingual lexicons using Lemon, which we have been di-
gitizing from scratch. These lexicons are available through a lexicographic search engine (https://ontology.birzeit.edu)
that allows searching for translations, synonyms, and definitions. Representing these lexicons in Lemon will
enable them to be used by ontologies and NLP applications, as well as to be interlinked with the Open Linguistic
Data Cloud.

2012 ACM Subject Classification Information systems → Resource Description Framework (RDF); Com-
puting methodologies → Language resources
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1 Introduction and Related Work

New trends in lexical semantics are demanding lexicons not only to be digitized and well-structured
but to also be published and interlinked with other resources. This was realized by the Linguistic
Linked Open Data paradigm [13], which is a large collaborative community project to interlink the
lexical entries of many different linguistic data sources. The W3C’s Lemon RDF model [2], de-
veloped by the OntoLex Community Group, aims to enable lexicons to be used by ontologies and
NLP applications [4]. Lemon can be used to describe lexical entries and their syntactic and semantic
information, encouraging not only the reuse of existing lexicographic data inside modern IT applic-
ations, but also the interlinking with other lexicographic resources. Unlike many languages, there is
only a limited number of structured Arabic lexicons available in digital format. Earlier attempts to
digitize and represent Arabic lexicons using the ISO LMF standard [3] can be found in [14] for Ar-
abic morphological data, [12] for Dutch-Arabic linguistic data, [11] for Al-Madar lexicon, and [15]
for classical Hadith lexicons. A recent attempt to digitize Al-Qamus Almuhit lexicon and represent
it using the W3C’s Lemon can be found in [10]. However, none of these attempts provided access
to their lexicons or interlinked it with other resources.

In this paper, we report on our progress on representing 150 Arabic mono/multilingual lexicons
using the W3C’s Lemon model. These lexicons were digitized over 9 years, during which we had
to obtain copyright permissions, digitize most of them by hand, then clean, restructure, normalize
and store them in a database – forming the largest Arabic lexicographic database (see [7] and [1]).
The database currently contains about 1.1M lexical concepts, 2.4Mmultilingual lexical entries, 1.5M
translation pairs, 0.7M glosses, and 0.5M semantic relations. The database also contains the Arabic
Ontology, which is a formal Arabic wordnet that we have built on the basis of a carefully designed
ontology [6][5]. It consists currently of about 1.3K concepts, in addition to 11K concepts being valid-
ated. The Arabic ontology, which is mapped to WordNet, BFO, and DOLCE, is currently being used
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to reference lexical concepts in all lexicons, as will be explained later. A lexicographic search engine
[7] was built atop this database (see Figure 1), allowing people to search for translations, synonyms,
definitions, morphology, and other information. The results are retrieved from the ontology and the
150 lexicons. As will be explained later, an RDF icon is shown beside each retrieved result (i.e., a
lexical concept), which allows accessing the Lemon representation of this concept. The search en-
gine also allows applications to query the database directly, through a set of RESTfull web services,
and retrieve the results in JSON format.

146 results (0.05 secs)

En |ع

1022977
Copyright © 2018 Birzeit University

country | country side فیر 
The Unified Dictionary of Tourism Terms ©

state | land | country  َةلَْود | َدلَب | ضْرأ
the territory occupied by a nation; ''he returned to the land of 

his birth''; ''he visited several European countries"
Arabic WordNet  © 

Translations Synonyms Definitions 

Ontology AboutMorphologyDictionaries
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ARABIC		ONTOLOGY
country – 1 results (0.04 secs)

country | land      نَطَو | دَلَب | ةَلَْود
A geopolitical area with fiat borders, occupied by 
nation(s) governed by a state.

 تاَسَّسؤُمو ةَموُكُح اھیفو بْعَشو ةفورعم دُودُح اھل ةیسایسویج ةقطنم
 اھب فرعت ایلود ةفورعم ةیرابتعا ةیصخش اھلو ،ةَمَّظَنُم

293121      TypeOf: {geopolitical area} Instances

country

< > ontology.birzeit.edu

1022977
Copyright © 2018 Birzeit University

1210569
Copyright © 2019

Share

developing country  ةیمانلا ةلودلا
 ةیمنتللجمارب قیرط نم ،يداصتقالا ومنلا ىلإ علطتت يتلا ،ةفلختملا ةلودلل رخآ مسا
.. دیزملل.لجألا ةلیوط ةیداصتقالا

Economics Glossary  © 

  nation | land | country ةمأ
the people who live in a nation or country; ''a statement that 

sums up the nation's mood’’ 
Arabic WordNet  © 

country دلب | ةلود
 لّكُشیو بْعَش ھل اھیلع قفتُملا ةیسایسلا هدُودُحب فَرُعی يرابتعا دوجوم
.ةَمَّظَنُم تاَسَّسؤُمو ةَموُكُح تاذ لقتسم ةموظنم

BZU Thesaurus © 

Figure 1 Illustration of the lexicographic Search Engine.

2 Representing Arabic Lexicons in Lemon

Representing Arabic multilingual lexicons using Lemon is non-trivial, because of some specificities
of Arabic, and because there are different types of lexicons with different structures. Before discuss-
ing these challenges, it is important to understand the types of lexicons according to their internal
structure and content type, which we relatively classify as: (i) Dictionary: a list of terms, each with
some bi/trilingual translations. (ii) Thesaurus: sets of synonymous lexical entries, in one or multiple
languages, and might contain relations between these sets. (iii) Glossary: a set of entries each with
a domain-specific short gloss. Advanced glossaries may also provide synonyms, translation(s), and
references to other entries, e.g. equivalent, or related. (iv) Linguistic Lexicon: a set of headwords,
each with its sense(s) and features (e.g., root, POS, and inflections). A headword may have several
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meanings, which some lexicons designate into separate senses, while in others, senses need to be des-
ignated and extracted. (v) Semantic Variations Lexicon: a set of pairs of semantically close lexical
entries and the differences between them, (e.g. like – love, pain – ache).

In what follows, we present how the content of such types of lexicons is represented in Lemon
(illustrated in Figure 2), focusing on Lemon’s core semantic features:

Lexical entry: Each translation term in a dictionary, a synonym in a thesaurus, a term in a gloss-
ary, or a headword in a linguistic lexicon, is represented as a Lemon’s lexical entry.
Lexical concept: Eachmeaning of an entry (a gloss in a glossary, a set of synonyms in a thesaurus,
or a translations set in a dictionary) is represented as a Lemon’s lexical concept. For linguistic
lexicons, the different senses of a lexical entry, each is designated and mapped into a separate
lexical concept.
Ontology concepts: Each entity in the Arabic Ontology is considered a Lemon’s ontology entity,
and is linked with lexical concepts in other lexicons using the Concept/isConceptOf properties,
Relations: If references to other senses are provided in a lexicon (i.e., semantic relations like
related, border/narrower, etc), we represent them as conceptRel in Lemon.
Linguistic features: Glosses and sense definitions are represented using the skos:definition. Fea-
tures like POS, root, and inflections are specified using other properties in Lemon.

As illustrated in Figure 1, an RDF icon is displayed beside each of the retrieved results. When
this icon is clicked, its lemon representation is generated and shown in a separate page. Figure 2
illustrates the Lemon representation of a lexical concept from the BZU Thesaurus, and its mapping
to the concept 293121 in the Arabic Ontology using the Concept property.

country دلب | ةلود
.ةَمََّظنُم تاَسَّسؤُمو ةَمُوكُح تاذ لقتسم ةموظنم لّكُشیو بْعَش ھل اھیلع قفتُملا ةیسایسلا هدُودُحب فَرُعی يرابتعا دوجوم

BZU Thesaurus ©
...
@prefix aot: <http://ontology.birzeit.edu/term/>.
@prefix ao:<http://ontology.birzeit.edu/concept/>.
@prefix aoc: <http://ontology.birzeit.edu/lexicalconcept/>.
@prefix aor: <http://ontology.birzeit.edu/lexicon/>.

<aoc:1623> a ontolex:LexicalConcept;
ontolex:isEvokedBy <aot:Lex-country>;
ontolex:isEvokedBy <aot:Lex- ةلود >;
ontolex:isEvokedBy <aot:Lex- دلب >;
skos:definition " ... لّكُشیو بْعَش ھل اھیلع قفتُملا ةیسایسلا هدُودُحب فَرُعی يرابتعا دوجوم "@ar;
skos:inScheme <aor:BZU_Thesaurus_43>;
ontolex:Concept <ao:293121>.

<aot:lex-country> a ontolex:LexicalEntry, ontolex:Word;
ontolex:canonicalForm [ontolex:writtenRep ”country"@en];
skos:inScheme <aor:BZU_Thesaurus_43>.
<aot:lex- ةلود > a ontolex:LexicalEntry, ontolex:Word;
ontolex:canonicalForm [ontolex:writtenRep " ةلود "@ar];
skos:inScheme <aor:BZU_Thesaurus_43>.
<aot:lex- دلب > a ontolex:LexicalEntry, ontolex:Word;
ontolex:canonicalForm [ontolex:writtenRep " دلب "@ar];
skos:inScheme <aor:BZU_Thesaurus_43>.

Figure 2 Example of a lexical concept and its Lemon representation.

This representation is tentative. Each lexical entry in each lexicon is currently considered a
canonical form (i.e., lemma), but in fact it is not always the case. Unlike most English lexicons where
a lexical entry is often a lemma, Arabic entries are less often lemmas [9], for two main reasons:

First – many Arabic lexicons do not strictly follow lemmatization conventions. Lemmas are
typically used as headwords in lexicons – representing a class of inflectionally related words with
the same meanings. In Arabic, the convention for a noun lemma is to be the singular masculine form,
and the third person singular perfective form for a verb lemma [8][9]. However, many lexicons are
less likely to follow this convention in practice. For example, inflected words like َشاِرع (road) and
َشَواِرع (roads), یدرك (realizes) and إدراك (realizing), or إدراك (realization) and اإلدراك (the realization)
might be used as separate headwords within the same or across lexicons. This means that, although
such lexical entries are used as separate headwords, they are not necessarily different lemmas. Thus,
they should not be considered separate canonical forms when representing them in Lemon. Such
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cases are more likely to occur in case of dictionaries, glossaries and thesauri. Furthermore, some
linguistic lexicons use the same headword for different lemmas. For example, the same word َبْیت
could mean (house) with the plural ,بیوت and could mean (verse, a piece of poetry) with another
plural .أبیات Hence, such ambiguous words should be considered two headwords, or should be given
different lemma codes, like َبْیت) 1, َبْیت 2).

Second – lexical entries in Arabic lexicons might be partially or not at all diacritized. Words in
Arabic consist of letters and diacritics, thus two words with different diacritics are not necessarily
the same word. The problem is that words are typically written without diacritics in practice. This is
acceptable by humans who can read and disambiguate words from their contexts, but is more chal-
lenging for machines. Headwords in Arabic lexicons might be none or partially diacritized, which
makes it difficult to disambiguate them since they have no context, see our experiment in reducing
such disambiguation in [9]. For the Lemon representation, considering each headword in a lexicon
as a canonical form is not always correct, since headwords might not be fully diacritized; and thus,
two none or partially diacritized words might not be the same word within or across lexicons.

To correctly represent Arabic lexical entries in Lemon, each Arabic lexical entry needs to be
carefully lemmatized first, which is a challenging task. That is, for each lexical entry, in each of
the 150 lexicons, its lemma should be specified. This would enable lexicons then to be interlinked
based on their lemmas. Although this is a challenging task as it cannot be fully automated [9], we
believe it cannot be avoided specially if lexicons need to be interlinked with external resources as
the Linguistic Linked Open Data Cloud.

Furthermore, the Lemon morph module need to be extended to represent some Arabic-specific
linguistic and morphological features, such as imperfect and imperative verbs, verbal nouns, intens-
ive participle, place nouns, time nouns, instrumental nouns, and others.

3 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a tentative representation of 150 Arabic multilingual lexicons using
the W3C’s Lemon model which can be accessed online. We have discussed the major challenges re-
lated to representing lexical entries as canonical forms, especially lemmas and missing diacritics. We
plan to conduct a full lemmatization of all lexical entries and disambiguate them in case of missing
diacritics. We also plan to extend the Lemon morph module to represent Arabic-specific morpholo-
gical features.
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